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Biophysics and jjInstitute of Molecular Biosciences, J. W. Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, GermanyABSTRACT The E-pathway of transmembrane proton transfer has been demonstrated previously to be essential for catalysis
by the diheme-containing quinol:fumarate reductase (QFR) of Wolinella succinogenes. Two constituents of this pathway, Glu-
C180 and heme bD ring C (bD-C-) propionate, have been validated experimentally. Here, we identify further constituents of the
E-pathway by analysis of molecular dynamics simulations. The redox state of heme groups has a crucial effect on the connec-
tivity patterns of mobile internal water molecules that can transiently support proton transfer from the bD-C-propionate to
Glu-C180. The short H-bonding paths formed in the reduced states can lead to high proton conduction rates and thus provide
a plausible explanation for the required opening of the E-pathway in reduced QFR. We found evidence that the bD-C-propionate
group is the previously postulated branching point connecting proton transfer to the E-pathway from the quinol-oxidation site via
interactions with the heme bD ligand His-C44. An essential functional role of His-C44 is supported experimentally by site-directed
mutagenesis resulting in its replacement with Glu. Although the H44E variant enzyme retains both heme groups, it is unable to
catalyze quinol oxidation. All results obtained are relevant to the QFR enzymes from the human pathogensCampylobacter jejuni
and Helicobacter pylori.INTRODUCTIONThe membrane protein complex quinol:fumarate reductase
(QFR) is the terminal enzyme of anaerobic fumarate respi-
ration that allows bacteria to use fumarate as the terminal
electron acceptor (1,2). QFR couples the two-electron
reduction of fumarate to succinate to the two-electron oxida-
tion of quinol to quinone. The QFR enzymes of the ε-pro-
teobacteria Wolinella succinogenes, Helicobacter pylori,
and Campylobacter jejuni (3,4) are homodimeric complexes
of heterotrimers of A, B, and C subunits. Each heterotrimer
contains two heme b groups bound by the transmembrane
subunit C, which are termed the proximal heme, bP, and
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. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.the hydrophilic subunits A and B (5). The three-dimensional
structure of the QFR from W. succinogenes has been deter-
mined by x-ray crystallography, initially at a resolution of
2.2 A˚ (5), which was later improved to 1.78 A˚ (6). The
site of fumarate reduction has been shown (5,7) to be located
in subunit A, close to the isoalloxazine ring of the flavin
adenine dinucleotide (FAD, Fig. 1 a). The site ofmenaquinol
oxidation is located close to heme bD in a cavity lined
by a number of residues including, in particular, His-C44
(a heme bD ligand, with C denoting the C subunit) and Glu-
C66. The latter side chain has previously been demonstrated
to be selectively essential for menaquinol oxidation (8).
Electron transfer via the two heme groups has been
proposed (9) and demonstrated (6) to be coupled to a com-
pensatory, parallel transfer of one proton per electron via
a transmembrane proton transfer pathway, which is tran-
siently open during the reduction of the heme groups and
blocked in the oxidized state of the enzyme (9). The two
most prominent constituents of the proposed pathway
were suggested to be the heme bD ring C (bD-C-) propio-
nate and the side chain of amino acid residue Glu-C180,
after which the proton transfer pathway was named the
‘‘E-pathway’’ (9) (Fig. 1 b). The essential role of Glu-
C180 was supported by site-directed mutagenesis and
structural and functional characterization of the enzyme
E180Q, where the Glu-C180 was replaced with a Gln
residue (10). Moreover, multiconformer continuum elec-
trostatics (MCCE) calculations (11) and Fourier-transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy experiments (12) indicated
that the Glu-C180 side chain undergoes a combination ofhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.07.037
FIGURE 1 Modified E-pathway hypothesis and the electron and proton
transfer in the Wolinella succinogenes QFR (9,15). (a) The prosthetic
groups of one of the two heterotrimeric complexes of the QFR homodimer
are shown, as are the locations of the binding sites for fumarate and mena-
quinol (MKH2). The arrangement of the prosthetic groups, such as heme bD,
heme bP, [3Fe-4S], [4Fe-4S], [2Fe-2S], and FAD, indicates that electron
transfer from the site of menaquinol oxidation to the site of fumarate reduc-
tion proceeds via the six prosthetic groups of one monomer in the homo-
dimer. (b) Transfer of electrons and protons is shown. Two protons are
liberated upon menaquinol (MKH2) oxidation and two protons are trans-
ferred via the ring C-propionate of the distal heme (heme bD) and the
Glu-C180 to the cytoplasm to make the overall reaction electroneutral. In
the oxidized state of the enzyme, the E-pathway is blocked. However,
upon reduction, the E-pathway is open.
1306 Herzog et al.a conformational change and protonation upon heme reduc-
tion. The contribution of the bD-C-propionate is supported
by a combination of 13C labeling of the heme propionates
and redox-induced FTIR experiments (13), indicating a
change in protonation, possibly accompanied by a change
in environment upon heme reduction. More recent experi-
mental evidence (14) indicates that the two E-pathway
protons have different points of entry, with one being taken
up from the periplasmic surface and the other possibly being
provided directly by quinol oxidation (Fig. 1 b) (14,15).
However, it has not been clear on the basis of the available
crystal structure of the oxidized enzyme how proton trans-
fer could occur between the quinol oxidation site and the
E-pathway. In addition, although the bD-C-propionate and
Glu-C180 were identified as the most prominent compo-
nents of the proton transfer pathway, it has also not been
clear, on the basis of the structure, how proton transfer could
occur between them. Furthermore, two constituents are not
enough to span the membrane region, and the additional par-
ticipants in the proton-transfer pathway must be identified.
All available crystal structures of the QFR are those of the
oxidized enzyme. However, functionality of the E-pathway
requires the enzyme to be reduced (9). Lacking an experi-Biophysical Journal 103(6) 1305–1314mentally determined structure of the reduced enzyme, it is
advantageous to perform computer simulations of various
redox states of the enzyme to determine, for instance, how
the side chain of Glu-C180 and the bD-C-propionate react
to changes of the redox states of the heme groups and
why the E-pathway is blocked in the oxidized state of the
enzyme.
Since an atomistic investigation of proton transfer in this
system is not yet possible experimentally, classical molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulation is an appropriate theoretical
method (16–18) to investigate the postulated mechanism of
electron-coupled proton transfer in QFR. The advantage of
the MD simulations over the experiments and the continuum
electrostatics calculations performed so far is that they allow
the analysis of time-dependent properties. In particular, the
conformational behavior of various residues and their side
chains and any environmental changes may be directly
observed during MD simulations. Whereas classical MD
simulations cannot be used to study proton-transfer reac-
tions directly, because they generally do not incorporate
bond-breaking phenomena (19,20), they can provide infor-
mation on the formation of configurations that would allow
either direct proton transfer between donor and acceptor
residues or indirect proton transfer mediated by water mole-
cules. By analyzing changes in hydrogen-bonded networks
during MD simulations, one can propose configurations
that would enable proton-transfer events. Friedman and
co-workers studied proton transfer between adjacent car-
boxylate groups on the protein surface of the ribosomal
protein S10 using classical MD simulations (19). Their
results demonstrate that random fluctuations of the residues
on the surface occasionally lead to configurations where
carboxylates either share a common proton through a hydro-
gen bond or are connected by a fewwater molecules forming
potentially conducting networks (19). In the area of proton-
conducting membrane proteins, similar studies have ad-
dressed the formation of hydrogen-bonded networks, for
example, in cytochrome c oxidase (21–24) and in bacterio-
rhodopsin (25,26). On the other hand, the establishment of
proton-conducting networks, especially inside membrane-
bound proteins, may also be a rare event. This could mean
that these would only form infrequently and may not be
observable on the timescale of MD simulations, or that
they would only form in the presence of the explicit proton.
Three-dimensional structures of proteins determined by
x-ray and/or neutron diffraction methods provide average
positions occupied in the crystal of well-ordered or bound
water molecules (27,28). Water molecules that show weak
electron density are typically not included in the final struc-
ture due to the limitations of the crystallographic model
refinement (29,30). Therefore, atomic coordinates of less
ordered bound waters, waters that interact with protein
surface, or bulk waters may not be identified (for review,
see Karplus and Faerman (27) and Meyer (31)). These limi-
tations leave protein structures with cavities that should be
E-Pathway H-Bonded Networks and Bifurcation 1307filled with water molecules, if these water molecules can
experience sufficient favorable interactions with polar
protein groups or other water molecules. It is thus standard
practice (see, e.g., Huang and Tajkhorshid (32) and Holy-
oake and Sansom (33)) to fill such polar protein cavities
with water before starting MD simulations. A number of
theoretical methods exist to identify interior cavities of
macromolecules by analyzing protein structures (34). The
majority of these methods are based on the concept of
solvent-accessible (35) or molecular-contact surfaces (36),
which are obtained by rolling a spherical probe over the
molecule (37).
Since interactions ofwatermoleculeswith proteins play an
important role in protein structure, dynamics, and function
(38), we used one of the theoretical methods, GRID, devel-
oped by Goodford (39), to search for cavities in the QFR
and fill them with additional water molecules not identified
crystallographically. This strategy was previously used
successfully on various other soluble and membrane protein
systems (21,40,41). Subsequently,MD simulations were per-
formed on five redox states of the QFR, allowing identifica-
tion of hydrogen-bonded networks formed by donor/acceptor
residues and internal water molecules in this enzyme.
Here, we present computational results supporting the
functional role of buried water molecules in the transient
proton transfer from bD-C-propionate to Glu-180, the two
important constituents in the E-pathway identified experi-
mentally. The simulations provide the formation of contin-
uous H-bonded pathways by these buried water molecules
as a mechanistic explanation for the opening of the
E-pathway in the reduced state of the enzyme. In addition,
the heme bD ligand, His-C44, also was found to form
H-bonds with the bD-C-propionate, suggesting its functional
role in the proton transfer. A functionally essential role of
His-C44 is demonstrated by site-directed mutagenesis and
characterization of the variant enzyme.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mutagenesis, cell growth, purification of QFR, and spectroelectrochemical
redox titrations are described in the Supporting Material, as is the construc-
tion of the atomic model. As in PDB entry 2BS3, the second set of subunits
A, B, and C in the homodimer are referred to as D, E, and F, respectively.
Also described is the preparation of five different redox states for MD
simulations (Fig. S1, Fig. S2, and Table S1 in the Supporting Material).
Briefly, these redox states are termed A (fully oxidized, bD-C-propio-
nate-protonated, Glu-C/F180-deprotonated), A0 (fully oxidized, bD-C-
propionate-deprotonated, Glu-C/F180-deprotonated), B (semireduced,
bD-C-propionate-protonated, Glu-C/F180-protonated), C (fully reduced,
bD-C-propionate-protonated, Glu-C/F180-protonated), and C
0 (fully re-
duced, bD-C-propionate-deprotonated, Glu-C/F180-protonated).Computational determination of water-binding
sites
The programGRID (39) was used to find water-binding sites in QFR. GRID
provides a method to detect energetically favorable binding sites for func-tional groups on molecules of known structure. In the past, different
binding energetic criteria have been used to position water molecules in
protein cavities (42). For example, the DOWSER program (43) was used
to place water molecules in the cavities of the cytochrome c oxidase with
chemical potential in the range 10 to 5 kcal/mol (44). An upper
threshold of 6 kcal/mol was suggested in a study (45) of the cytochrome
P450cam using the GRID (39) program. Using much more extended
sampling and a semi-grand-canonical treatment of the waters in the protein
cavity, the same system has been reinvestigated (46) with essentially the
same result for the occupancy of unliganded and camphor-bound cyto-
chrome p450cam as reported earlier (47,48). A grid spacing of 1 A˚ was
used in this study for the water-probe scan. In total, 78 buried water mole-
cules constituted the initial model system for MD simulation; of these water
molecules, 54 were modeled waters with GRID energies%6.0 kcal/mol
and 24 were crystallographically defined water molecules (see Fig. S3 and
Table S2).MD simulations
The simulation system included the membrane subunit dimer, consisting
of the C and F membrane subunits. The system was first inserted into
a DOPC lipid bilayer membrane (49) and was then solvated using the
SPC/E water model (50). The simulation box had a size of 97  98 
98 A˚3 (Fig. S4). 10 - 14 counterions were added depending on the redox
state to neutralize the system. The GROMACS package (version 4.0.4)
(51) was used to propagate Newton’s equations of motion. Protein atoms
and water molecules were treated according to the AMBER 99 force field
(52), and GAFF parameterization (49) was used for the lipid molecules. The
LINCS procedure (53) was applied to constrain all bond lengths. A 10-A˚
cutoff was used for the short-range nonbonded interactions and the lists
of nonbonded pairs were updated every 10 steps. The particle-mesh Ewald
(PME) method (54) with a grid size of 1.2 A˚ was used to calculate long-
range electrostatic interactions. The system temperature (300 K) was main-
tained by weak coupling to an external bath in the simulations (55). The
system was first equilibrated during 1 ns of MD in the NPT ensemble
with semi-isotropic pressure coupling that separates the coupling in the
xy dimension (along the membrane surface) and in the z dimension (along
the membrane normal). The reference pressure, compressibility, and time
constant for coupling were set to 1 bar, 4.5  105 bar1, and 1 ps, respec-
tively. Then, for each of the five states, A, A0, C, C0, and B, two simulations
of 30-ns length were performed in the NVT ensemble. The two sets of
repeat runs were each started from different conformations after equilibra-
tion. The time step of the simulation was set to 2 fs. The total simulation
length of the data-collecting runs is 300 ns.Analysis of hydrogen-bonded networks
We performed detailed analyses of the hydrogen bond network between
Glu-C/F180 and heme bD for the five different redox and protonation states
of the protein. (see also Supporting Material) First, we identified connected
hydrogen-bonding paths (HBPs) extending from Glu-C/F180 to the corre-
sponding heme bD groups. Then, using the Dijkstra algorithm by giving
identical weights to all hydrogen bonds, we measured the lengths of these
paths by the minimum number of hydrogen bonds between the source and
destination. The distribution of the lengths of all HBPs over the simulation
time are of higher relevance to the proton-conducting process than the over-
all frequency of finding an HBP and the average length of these paths. This
is because the proton-conducting rate for proton transfer, especially that for
concerted proton transfer, has been described as decreasing exponentially
with the distance between the source and the sink (56–58). Therefore, the
proton-conducting rate is largely determined by the number of short
HBPs instead of the frequency (number) of all HBPs. Here, we applied
a rather strict definition of hydrogen bond length, dOW–OW % 2.75 A˚ and
dOd–OW% 3.00 A˚, identified as tight enough for productive proton transferBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1305–1314
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events (59).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analyses of the trajectories from the MD
simulations
The stored conformations were analyzed by means of root
mean-square deviations (RMSDs) compared to the mini-
mized starting structure and by root mean-square fluctua-
tions (RMSFs, see Fig. S5, Fig. S6, and Fig. S7). After
10 ns, all RMSDs appear to fluctuate around values of
0.15–0.25 nm, which are typical values observed in MD
simulations of stably folded soluble or transmembrane
proteins of this size. The solvent-exposed loops were signif-
icantly more flexible than the transmembrane parts (Fig. S7).
However, those fluctuations of the soluble elements are not
expected to be relevant to the questions we are studying.
We also performed an all-to-all analysis of the Ca RMSD
(Fig. S8), as suggested by Grossfield and Zuckerman (60).
We do not detect signs for structural drifts during the simu-
lations. Together with the observation of frequent forming
and breaking of the hydrogen-bonding network (see below),
we believe that our simulations have reached the relative
equilibration that is required for a statistically meaningful
analysis of molecular simulations. In particular, the relevant
structures of the protein in all simulations were stable and
sufficiently well equilibrated for the purpose of analyzing
the dynamics of water wires in the buried E-pathway. The
key residues Glu-C/F180 and His-C/F44 showed very small
RMS fluctuations, meaning that their backbone structure
hardly changed among the five different states. Although
some catalysis-related conformational changes are inferred
from FTIR experiments (12), these could be accounted for
mainly by the opening and closing of the capping domain
in subunit A (7), which is not within the scope of this study.
The finding of only small backbone fluctuations in the
regions of interest here is in contrast to the importance of
the structural transitions of the side chains of the residues
identified in this work that are postulated to play an impor-
tant role in proton transfer in QFR (see below).Hydrogen-bonded networks between the
bD-C-propionate and Glu-180
Since proton transfer involves either titratable residues and/
or water molecules, the H-bonded network provided by
buried water molecules between the bD-C-propionate and
Glu-C/F180 appears crucial for the proton transfer along
the E-pathway. We observed that the distances between
heme bD and Glu-C/F180 showed large fluctuations (see
Fig. 2, a and b). At distances <0.83 nm (the distance in
the x-ray structure), the two groups were always connected
via bridging water molecules. At distances >0.83 nm, weBiophysical Journal 103(6) 1305–1314observed conformations with or without connecting long
hydrogen-bonding pathways (including at least four hydro-
gen bonds). Fig. 2 c illustrates that the overall protein
structure, as well as that of heme bD, remained almost
unchanged, and the transitions between short and long dis-
tances were apparently linked to a conformational change
of the Glu-C/F180 side chains (Fig. 2, e and f). The side-
chain conformations observed are consistent with the
predictions from multiconformation continuum electro-
statics calculations (11) and with the 1.78-A˚-resolution
crystal structure (PDB entry 2BS2 (6); Fig. S9). The restric-
tion of the conformational transition to the Glu side chains
is also in agreement with the RMSF analysis showing
small fluctuations for the Glu-C/F180 backbone. Switching
between alternate conformations of Glu-C/F180 may occur
spontaneously on timescales of 10 ns and longer (Fig. S10
and Fig. S11). The lengths of HBPs in each simulation, as
well as the distribution of their lengths, are shown in
Fig. 3. Clearly, many more short HBPs were observed in
the reduced states, C and C0, especially for the deproto-
nated-reduced state C0. Similar results were found in the
repeat runs (see Fig. S12).
To quantify the contributions of all HBPs found in the
simulation of each state, we computed a pseudo proton con-
ductance, G*, of each simulation that can be assumed as
proportional to the real conductance, G. G* was defined as
G ¼
X
i
aLi1; (1)
where Li is the length of HBPi, a (0 < a < 1) represents the
dependence of the conductance on the length of the HBP,
and the summation runs over all 10-ps-spaced snapshots
in a window of a given length. When Li ¼ 1, a direct
hydrogen bond is formed between the source and the sink
and therefore, the conductance does not depend on a. The
parameter a likely depends on the nature of a particular
reaction system. Therefore, its exact value is unknown in
the present case. For several chromophoric molecules,
a has been estimated by fitting the proton transfer rates to
experimental measurements (56). This gave a values in
the range 102 to 103 for different temperatures. For
such small values of a, states with more short HBPs, such
as state C0, will obviously have a much larger proton con-
ductance according to Eq. 1. Compared to the results of
Cox et al. (56), the a values of 0.1 and 0.5 used here can
be termed rather permissive. However, the a value of 0.2
determined in other studies (57,58) falls right in between
the two values we have used. G* was computed using
a sliding window of 1 ns for all simulations (Fig. 2, g
and h). We also computed an accumulated G* (Fig. 2, i
and j). Even with a¼ 0.5, the conductance and accumulated
conductance of states C and C0 were much larger than for the
other states in both monomers (Fig. 2, g–j). As expected,
this effect was even stronger for a ¼ 0.1 (Fig. S13). When
FIGURE 2 MD snapshots of the (a) shorter hydrogen-bonded path
between Glu-C/F180 and heme bD, (b) longer hydrogen-bonded path. (c)
Superposition of an MD snapshot with longer Glu-C/F180-to-heme-bD
distance (white helix and carbon atoms) and one with shorter correspond-
ing distance (yellow helix and carbon atoms). The structural reason for the
shorter distance, i.e., a shorter path resulting in larger proton conductance
(see Fig. 2, e and f), is a flipping of the side chain of Glu-C/F180.
E-Pathway H-Bonded Networks and Bifurcation 1309assuming small values of a in the range 102 to 103, as
found in Cox et al. (56), only the reduced states can conduct
protons from a kinetic point of view. Some large values of
G* were also found in the Glu-C180 path of state B. This
is due to short HBPs formed occasionally during the simu-
lation. In the repeat run, as well as when extending the
simulation to 40 ns, this phenomenon was not observed
(Fig. S14). This indicates that short HBPs form only rarely
in state B compared to states C and C0. These results corre-
late with the experimental observation that the E-pathway is
only opened in the (semi-)reduced states (6,10). Thus, we
suggest that the frequently formed short HBPs in the
reduced states observed in our simulations are essential
for the functioning of the E-pathway. This suggestion should
be the focus of future work that may possibly involve suit-
able mutagenesis experiments involving subtle alterations
in the area lining the short water chain.
The minimum distances between the carboxyl groups of
Glu-C/F180 and heme bD were shorter in the fully reduced
states than in the fully oxidized states (Fig. 2, e and f). The
semireduced state shows results similar to those of the fully
reduced state. In the fully and semireduced states, the two
carboxyl groups of Glu-180 and heme bD were sometimes
as few as two hydrogen bonds from each other (0.4–
0.6 nm). More precisely, the percentage of snapshots that
have HBPs with length 2 is 1.1% of all the snapshots for
path C, state B. For path F, it is 3.4% for state C, and
24.3% for state C0, (Fig. 3). In the fully oxidized states,
however, those distances were much larger. These observa-
tions are correlated to the number of short HBPs found
in each state. Apparently, the different distances resulted
from the movement of Glu-C/F180 in the fully and semire-
duced states, because its all-atom RMSD (see Materials and
Methods in the Supporting Material), as well as those of
heme bD, are much larger than those in the fully oxidized
states (Fig. S10 and Fig. S11). These observations provide
a clear structural explanation of why the E-pathway is
only opened in the reduced state of this enzyme (where
the distance between Glu-180 and heme bD is short; short
HBPs are more populated, with only a few water molecules
involved and much larger proton conductance) and not in
the oxidized state (large distance between Glu-180 and
heme bD, almost no short HBPs, with more water molecules(d) Superposition of an MD snapshot without HBPs (white helix and
carbon atoms) and one with HBPs formed (yellow helix and carbon
atoms) between His C/F 44 and heme bD. Side chains of His-C/F44,
a bridging water molecule, as well as the carboxyl group of heme bD,
are highlighted by using thicker sticks. (e and f) Minimum distances
between the carboxyl groups of Glu-C/F180 and heme bD during the simu-
lations of different states A (black), A0 (red ), B (green), C (blue), and C0
(yellow) for monomers C (e) and F (f). Dashed lines show the value in the
starting structures. (g–j) Pseudoconductance, G*, during the simulations
using a ¼ 0.5 (g and h) and accumulated G* using a ¼ 0.5 (i and j)
for path C (g and i) and path F (h and j). Coloring coding of the five redox
states is the same as for e and f.
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FIGURE 3 (a) Length of the connected hydrogen-bonding path between Glu-C180 and heme bD during the simulations. (b) Frequency of path lengths in a.
(c) Length of the connected hydrogen-bonding path between Glu-F180 and heme bD during the simulations. (d) Frequency of path lengths in c. The path can
contain as few as a single water molecule (two H-bonds). Data from top to bottom are for states A, A0, B, C, and C0.
1310 Herzog et al.involved and much smaller proton conductance). To achieve
better statistics, a set of repeat runs of the same length
was performed starting from different conformations. The
results in these simulations were very similar to the first
set of simulations (Fig. S12, Fig. S13, and Fig. S14). One
might argue that if the actual proton-transfer pathway
were to form only as a result of structural rearrangements
that increase the probability of a cavity being hydrated,
the MD simulations presented here would not identify it.
However, we regard it as a merit of the MD simulations pre-
sented here that they require no large-scale conformational
changes to explain the opening and closing of the investi-
gated part of the E-pathway.Analyses of buried water molecules
To check whether the number of buried waters we added
based on the GRID results influenced the result or not, we
monitored the exchange of GRID waters and solvent waters
between bulk solvent and a defined volume of the protein, as
described in detail in the Supporting Material. In summary,
we found (see Table S3 and Table S4) that water molecules
exchanged frequently with the surrounding bulk solvent on
a nanosecond timescale, so that it is unlikely that the number
of water molecules inserted at the beginning of the simula-
tion affect the final results.Biophysical Journal 103(6) 1305–1314Involvement of His-44 in H-bond networks
In addition, we analyzed the hydrogen-bond networks
involving His-C/F44. Similar to the analysis of Glu-C/
F180, we first identified the HBPs between His-C/F44
and heme bD (using the H-bond definition given previ-
ously) and then computed the shortest length of each
path (Fig. S15 and Fig. S16). Only in states A0 and C0
were a significant number of HBPs formed between
His-C/F44 and heme bD (see Fig. S15, Path C and Path
F, right). This indicates that in contrast to the HBPs
between Glu-C/F180 and heme bD, where the oxidation
state plays a key role, the protonation state in this case
appears to determine the formation of HBPs. In state A0,
both path C and path F were enriched with HBPs, whereas
in state C0, only path F was significantly enriched. This
suggests that there might exist some asymmetry between
the two monomers. It is also interesting that most of
the HBPs in both states are of length 2 (with only one
bridging water molecule). Results from the second set
of simulations are consistent with these findings. When
considering the HBPs between Glu-C/F180 and heme bD
only in state C0, the HBPs between both Glu-C/F180 and
heme bD and His-C/F44 and heme bD are enriched. A
possible structural explanation for the formation of HBPs
between His-C/F44 and heme bD is the rotation of the
E-Pathway H-Bonded Networks and Bifurcation 1311side chain of His-C/F44 (Fig. 2 d and Fig. S17). These
findings support the hypothesis (14) that His-C/F44 may
serve an important role in forming a branching point to
the E-pathway.Construction and properties of the strain
W. succinogenes FrdC-H44E and the isolated His-
C44/ Glu QFR variant enzyme
The mutant strain FrdC-H44E is compared in Table 1 to
the wild-type and to the previously characterized strains
FrdC-E66Q (8) and FrdC-E180Q (10), where the essential
residues Glu-C66 (Fig. 1 b) at the menaquinol oxidation
site and Glu-C180 at the heart of the E-pathway were re-
placed with a Gln. The mutants did not grow with fumarate
as the terminal electron acceptor, but they did grow when
nitrate (and brain-heart-infusion broth) replaced fumarate.
As assayed with succinate oxidation by methylene blue,
activities of the mutant cell homogenate and the isolated
enzyme were roughly comparable to those of the wild-
type. The activity monitored by this assay is independent
of the diheme subunit C (61). However, when fumarate
reductase activities were assayed by monitoring fumarate
reduction by 2,3-dimethyl-1,4-naphthoquinol (DMNH2),
which is diheme-subunit-C-dependent (61), it was not
detectable in the case of the membrane-bound variant
enzymes. Upon solubilization of the isolated membranes
with Triton X-100 (5,61,62), however, the activity of fuma-
rate reduction by DMNH2 for the E180Q variant was
detectable and corresponded to approximately 1/10 that
of the wild-type enzyme. In this respect, the E180Q variant
differs significantly from the E66Q variant (8) and the
H44E variant. Previous site-directed mutagenesis experi-
ments (63) involving the replacement of His-C44 with
Ala resulted in mutants with no fumarate reductase activity
and no A or C subunits detectable by Western blottingTABLE 1 Growth and enzymatic activities of W. succinogenes Frd
Strain wild-type Strain
Growth with
formate þ fumarate þ
formate þ nitrate þ
Specific activity of membrane-bound enzyme in cell homogenate (U mg1 cell
succinate/ methylene blue 0.31
DMNH2/ fumarate 0.24 %
Specific activity of isolated enzyme (U mg1 protein)
succinate/ methylene blue 28.8
DMNH2/ fumarate 7.4 %
Heme oxidation-reduction midpoint potentials EM7 (mV)
Heme bP 10
Heme bD 149
Values for wild-type, FrdC-E66Q (8), and FrdC-E180Q (10) are shown in italics
per minute.and ELISA, indicating that the assembly of the enzyme
complex requires proper heme ligation and underscoring
the structural importance of the heme ligand His-C44.
Consequently, analysis of the functional properties of
His-C44 was not possible due to the lack of the H44A
variant enzyme. Here, we have replaced His-C44 with a
residue (Glu) that retains heme ligation properties, thus
supporting assembly of the variant complex and thereby
making possible the characterization of the H44E variant
enzyme.Redox titration
A role of His-C44 in the proposed coupling of transmem-
brane proton transfer to transmembrane electron transfer
via the heme groups should be reflected in a change of
the oxidation-reduction midpoint potential, EM, of at least
one of the two heme groups upon replacement of His-
C44 with Glu. Analysis of electrochemically induced
absorbance difference spectra at wavelengths 428 nm
(Soret band) and 561 nm (a-band) for the variant and
comparison to previously determined data for the wild-
type and variant enzymes (see Fig. S18 and Table 1)
indicated that this was indeed the case, as the midpoint
potential, EM, for the high-potential, proximal heme bP
was decreased by almost 50 mV in the H44E variant,
whereas that for the low-potential heme bD was lowered
by ~30 mV. In this respect, the H44E variant differs signif-
icantly from the E66Q variant, which also lacks quinol
oxidation activity but displays essentially unaltered heme
EM values (8). It is unusual that the lowering of EM is
apparently more pronounced for the heme (bP) not affected
directly by the ligand replacement, making it harder for
bP to be reduced, most probably due to the lack of com-
pensatory proton transfer from the quinol oxidation site to
the E-pathway. These findings are fully consistent withC-H44E cells and properties of the isolated QFR enzyme
FrdC-E66Q Strain FrdC-E180Q Strain FrdC-H44E
— — —
þ þ þ
protein)
0.17 0.35 0.25
0.01 %0.01 %0.01
16.9 24.9 3.78
0.01 0.80 %0.01
16 þ39 57
145 144 179
for comparison. One unit (U) corresponds to 1 mmol of substrate turned over
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hypothesis (Fig. 1).CONCLUSION
MD simulations were performed on five different redox
states of the quinol:fumarate reductase. Analyses of the
MD trajectories from the fully reduced state of the QFR
with deprotonated bD-C-propionate and protonated Glu-
C180 strongly suggest that internal water molecules are
involved in the transient proton transfer from the bD-C-
propionate to Glu-C180, the two important constituents
identified experimentally in the E-pathway (10–13). More-
over, formation of configurations where proton transfer
was likely to happen was correlated to the protonation state
of the bD-C-propionate. Short HBPs with high proton
conductance from bD-C-propionate to Glu-C/F180 were
much more abundant in the fully reduced state of the QFR
(states C and C0) than in the other three states. In contrast,
in the fully oxidized or semireduced states, either no contin-
uous H-bonded networks were formed in this region or the
HBPs formed were mostly long paths that, it is postulated,
can conduct protons at a much lower rate. This is in agree-
ment with the experimental observation that in the fully
oxidized state of the QFR, the E-pathway is blocked.
Frequently formed short HBPs are essential for the func-
tioning of the E-pathway. A structural characteristic of
this opening/blocking transition is short minimum distances
between the carboxyl groups of Glu-C/F180 and heme bD in
the reduced states that facilitate the formation of short
HBPs. A detailed analysis showed that transitions of these
different distances resulted from the movement of the
Glu-C/F180 side chains. In particular, the functional impor-
tance of the heme bD-ligand His-C44 derived from the iden-
tification of hydrogen bonding paths between this side chain
and the bD-C-propionate provides a structural basis for the
previously derived bifurcation of the E-pathway (14) (see
also Fig. 1) and is consistent with the results from site-
directed mutagenesis presented here.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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